
Awning

V225 - Porto

 
• Up to 3 meters projection
• Manual or powered operation 
• Closed cassette for optimal protection

www.verano.eu

LV225-486-150803EN(3)



The Porto is one of the many awnings from the Verano® range. It is an 

outstanding semi cassette awning with a beautifully finished front profile 

and top cover. The perfect fit between front frame and top cover prevent 

the front of the cover from getting dirty.

Optimal operation
A smooth running mechanism operated through a winding handle 

naturally comes as standard on the Porto®. For added convenience you 

can also go for electric operation, either with or without remote control. 

As an optional extra you can equip your awning with a timer, sun sensor 

or wind sensor. This will extend or retract your Porto® fully automatically 

when you want, or when weather conditions make that necessary.

Beautiful quality fabric 
Verano® has carefully selected some outstanding fabrics, all of which meet 

the highest quality standards. You can choose from over 100 fabrics in a 

wide variety of colours and patterns, to ensure you of the best possible 

UV protection.

Stabiele techniek
The Porto® offers smooth continuous adjustment with pitch angles ranging 

from 5º to 30º (see diagram). The drop can be 200, 250, or 300 cm. The front 

profile can be adjusted to ensure a perfect closing of your awning. 

Manufacturer's warranty
Verano® gives a guarantee of as long as 5 years on all its products,  

providing all instructions regarding proper installation, correct usage  

and maintenance are followed. The guarantee on the electrics is also  

valid for a period of 5 years.

CE Marking 
The CE marking is your guarantee the product meets all current European 

safety and quality demands.

Semi cassette awning:
When the awning is retracted only the bottom side of the fabric roller 

will be visible.
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Width           250cm  300cm 350cm 500cm 550cm 600cm
Projection 200cm
Projection 250cm
Projection 300cm

 Basic Standard Semi cassette Cassette

VERANO bv, PB 157, NL-5680 AD, Best

EN 13561

Frame colours 
Technical silver   
RAL 9001 ivory
  

Texture coating frame colours
VS716 anthracite
VS739 quartz grey
VS819 brown
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